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BRADSHAW AGUIRRE
New Kind of Science University of Hawaii Press
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean:
Beginning 1, the ﬁrst volume of the best-selling series developed
collaboratively by leading classroom teachers and linguists of
Korean. All the series’ volumes have been developed in
accordance with performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill
getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant
examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the
main texts consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and
English translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design with new
photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that
have been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook—available online as well
as in paperback—provides students with extensive skill-using
activities based on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated

Korean is a project of the Korean Language Education and
Research Center (KLEAR) with the support of the Korea
Foundation. In addition to the ﬁve-level Integrated Korean
textbooks and workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean Reader for
Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected Readings
in Korean. Audio ﬁles for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https://kleartextbook.com
Integrated Korean University of Hawaii Press
This handbook is primarily for the use of persons in the business
of importing, manufacturing, and dealing in ﬁrearms deﬁned by
the National Firearms Act (NFA) or persons intending to go into an
NFA ﬁrearms business. It should also be helpful to collectors of
NFA ﬁrearms and other persons having questions about the
application of the NFA. This publication is not a law book. Rather,
it is intended as a ?user friendly? reference book enabling the
user to quickly ﬁnd answers to questions concerning the NFA.
Nevertheless, it should also be useful to attorneys seeking basic
information about the NFA and how the law has been interpreted
by ATF. The book's Table of Contents will be helpful to the user in
locating needed information. Although the principal focus of the
handbook is the NFA, the book necessarily covers provisions of
the Gun Control Act of 1968 and the Arms Export Control Act

impacting NFA ﬁrearms businesses and collectors.
Korean University of Hawaii Press
Learn Korean More Eﬀectively with Our Core Grammar Lessons!
From saying the basic greetings, to counting numbers, and to
having simple yet natural conversations in Korean, you can learn
the basics of the Korean language with this textbook.
Integrated Korean University of Hawaii Press
Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this book is ideal for
general readers interested in the English language.
Learning SQL University of Hawaii Press
Cheng & Tsui's best-loved Chinese textbook series is new,
revised, and better than ever!
Elementary Korean GO! Billy Korean
First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Elliott and Thompson
Limited.
The Magic of Thinking Big Integrated Korean
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#"
is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms,
problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in
C#. It starts with the ﬁrst steps in programming and software
development like variables, data types, conditional statements,
loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like
methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing,
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exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this fundamental
programming book enters into more advanced programming
topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and
graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring, objectoriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and
polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It also
covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know
like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem
solving. The book uses C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate
the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET speciﬁc
technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and
LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers lead by Svetlin
Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development
experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way
of thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the
C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who
wants to become a skillful software engineer. The books does not
teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development,
but shows the true way to master the basics of programming
regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for
beginners and intermediate developers who want to put a solid
base for a successful career in the software engineering industry.
The book is accompanied by free video lessons, presentation
slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live
examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos,
presentations and other resources from
http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer
Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book)
ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7
(9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author:
Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published:
Soﬁa, 2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site:
http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-ShareAlike Tags: free, programming, book, computer programming,
programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#,
CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts,
programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements,
console, conditional statements, control-ﬂow logic, loops, arrays,
numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing,
StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack trace,
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streams, ﬁles, text ﬁles, linear data structures, list, linked list,
stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-ﬁrst search, DFS,
breadth-ﬁrst search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative
arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching algorithms,
recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP,
object-oriented programming, classes, objects, constructors,
ﬁelds, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces,
encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism,
cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML,
design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda
expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality
classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting
code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving
methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Integrated Korean University of Hawaii Press
Integrated KoreanUniversity of Hawaii Press
Korean Darakwon
This workbook accompanies the thoroughly revised third edition
of Integrated Korean: Beginning 1, the ﬁrst volume of the bestselling series developed collaboratively by leading classroom
teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes have
been developed in accordance with performance-based principles
and methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use
of authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill
getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant
examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the
main texts consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and
English translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition, the
new third edition features an attractive color design with new
photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that
have been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The workbook—available online as well as in
paperback—provides students with extensive skill-using activities
based on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated Korean is
a project of the Korean Language Education and Research Center
(KLEAR) with the support of the Korean Foundation. In addition to

the ﬁve-level Integrated Korean textbooks and workbooks,
volumes include Korean Composition, Korean Language in Culture
and Society, Korean Reader for Chinese Characters, Readings in
Modern Korean Literature, A Resource for Korean Grammar
Instruction, and Selected Readings in Korean. Audio ﬁles for this
volume may be downloaded on the web in MP3 format at
http://www.kleartextbook.com.
Basic Korean Tuttle Publishing
Intermediate Korean: A Grammar and Workbook comprises an
accessible reference grammar and related exercises in a single
volume. This workbook presents twenty-four individual grammar
points, covering the core material which students would expect to
encounter in their second year of learning Korean. Grammar
points are followed by examples and exercises which allow
students to reinforce and consolidate their learning. Intermediate
Korean is suitable for both class use as well as independent study.
Key features include: clear, accessible format many useful
language examples all Korean entries presented in Hangul with
English translations jargon-free explanations of grammar
abundant exercises with full answer key subject index. Clearly
presented and user-friendly, Intermediate Korean provides
readers with the essential tools to express themselves in a wide
variety of situations, making it an ideal grammar reference and
practice resource for students with some knowledge of the
language.
Prisoners of Geography Lulu.com
Developed by certiﬁed teachers to help you review and reinforce
what you’ve learned in the Talk To Me In Korean lessons, this
workbook contains 3 main categories of review and 10 types of
exercises.
Integrated Korean University of Hawaii Press
The ﬁrst advanced Korean reading text for non-native speakers,
Selected Readings in Korean consists of eighteen lessons on
diverse, stimulating topics such as Korean traditions, culture, and
society. It is designed for use by students who have completed
the fourth-year level in Korean (approximately ﬁve hundred class
hours) or the equivalent. Each lesson consists of six sections:
prereading group activities, which not only serve as a schema for
eﬃcient comprehension of the reading text to follow, but also
help students broaden their relevant knowledge; an authentic
main reading text on an informative and interesting topic;
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explanations in Korean and English of words that may be
unfamiliar to students, including words indicating abstract or
culture-speciﬁc concepts; explanations of idiomatic expressions;
extensive exercises intended to help students master the
contents of the text, new vocabulary, and grammar while
improving their composition and oral presentation skills; and postreading activities designed to further thinking and group
discussion on subjects related to the main topic of the lesson.
Appended are translations of the main reading texts of all
eighteen lessons and a Korean-English glossary. Overall, special
eﬀort has been made to render the volume learner-centered and
learner-friendly.
Routledge
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in
which each chapter is written by an expert who teaches courses
on that topic, ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent coverage
of the full range of modern linguistics. Assuming no prior
knowledge the text oﬀers a clear introduction to the traditional
topics of structural linguistics (theories of sound, form, meaning,
and language change), and in addition provides full coverage of
contextual linguistics, including separate chapters on discourse,
dialect variation, language and culture, and the politics of
language. There are also up-to-date separate chapters on
language and the brain, computational linguistics, writing, child
language acquisition, and second-language learning. The breadth
of the textbook makes it ideal for introductory courses on
language and linguistics oﬀered by departments of English,
sociology, anthropology, and communications, as well as by
linguistics departments.
Korean Grammar in Use - Beginning (English ver.) (영어판) Cheng &
Tsui
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean:
Intermediate 1, the third volume of the best-selling series
developed collaboratively by leading classroom teachers and
linguists of Korean. All the series’ volumes have been developed
in accordance with performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill
getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant

examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the
main texts consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and
English translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design with new
photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that
have been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook provides students with
extensive skill-using activities based on the skills learned in the
main text. Integrated Korean is a project of the Korean Language
Education and Research Center (KLEAR) with the support of the
Korean Foundation. In addition to the ﬁve-level Integrated Korean
textbooks and workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean Reader for
Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected Readings
in Korean. Audio ﬁles for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https://kleartextbook.com
Integrated Korean Univ of Wisconsin Press
Updated for the latest database management systems -- including
MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g, and Microsoft's SQL Server 2008 -- this
introductory guide will get you up and running with SQL quickly.
Whether you need to write database applications, perform
administrative tasks, or generate reports, Learning SQL, Second
Edition, will help you easily master all the SQL fundamentals.
Each chapter presents a self-contained lesson on a key SQL
concept or technique, with numerous illustrations and annotated
examples. Exercises at the end of each chapter let you practice
the skills you learn. With this book, you will: Move quickly through
SQL basics and learn several advanced features Use SQL data
statements to generate, manipulate, and retrieve data Create
database objects, such as tables, indexes, and constraints, using
SQL schema statements Learn how data sets interact with
queries, and understand the importance of subqueries Convert
and manipulate data with SQL's built-in functions, and use
conditional logic in data statements Knowledge of SQL is a must
for interacting with data. With Learning SQL, you'll quickly learn
how to put the power and ﬂexibility of this language to work.
Integrated Korean Workbook Cambridge University Press
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This book is the culmination of educational know-how and
systematic grammar organization acquired by the three authors
from their experience actually teaching Korean to foreigners in
the classroom. In focusing strictly on Korean grammar, this series
represents a departure from most current integrated teaching
materials, allowing foreign learners to more easily concentrate on
grammar in their study of Korean. The authors have included real
dialogues and illustrations to make the study of Korean more
interesting, especially for those students who have heretofore felt
Koran grammar to be diﬃcult. Further, this series equally serves
as a general Korean grammar reference that can be used by
Korean language instructors both in Korea and abroad who
regularly experience the diﬃculty of teaching Korean grammar
ﬁrst-hand. 도서에 포함된 MP3(CD) 음원은 다락원 홈페이지(www.darakwon.co.kr)에
서 무료 다운로드 가능합니다. 이 책은 한국어 교육 현장에서 실제 외국인 학생들에게 한국어를 가르치고 있는 한국어
강사 세 명의 교육 노하우와 체계적인 문법 정리가 집약된 교재이다. 기존의 대다수를 차지하고 있는 통합 교재와는
달리 한국어 문법만을 대상으로 삼아 외국인들이 보다 문법 공부에 집중할 수 있게 하였다. - TOPIK 1~2급의
문법 총정리! 한국의 대학 기관과 학원에서 가르치고 있는 교재의 1~2급에 나오는 문법들을 총망라해 한 눈에 볼
수 있게 하였다. - 의미가 비슷한 문법들의 차이점, 한 눈에 쏙쏙 정리! 의미나 쓰임, 또는 형태가 비슷하거나 혼동
되는 문법을 비교해 놓아 문법 공부에 집중하였고, 문법의 나열식 습득을 넘는 통합적인 문법 학습을 목표로 한다. 한 가지 상황에 대한 다양한 표현 연습! 상황이나 맥락에 따른 문법의 적절한 사용법과 한국어의 관용적 표현, 문화적
맥락 속에서의 이해 등을 도와 학습자들이 보다 자연스러운 한국어를 사용하도록 한다. - 문법을 활용한 실용 만점의
대화 완성! 학습한 문법을 생생한 실용 문장으로 복습한다. 문법을 위한 형식적인 문장이 아닌 일상생활 에서 실제로
사용하는 생활 밀착형 대화문을 통해 좀 더 친밀한 한국어 학습을 돕는다. Contents Preface How
to Use This Book Table of Contents ■ Introduction to the Korean
Language 1. Korean Sentence Structure 2. Conjugation of Verbs
and Adjectives 3. Connecting Sentences 4. Sentence Types 5.
Honoriﬁc Expressions ■ Getting Ready 01 이다 (to be) 02 있다 (to
exist/be, to have) 03 Numbers 04 Dates and Days of the Week 05
Time Unit 1. Tenses 01 Present Tense A/V-(스)ㅂ니다 02 Present
Tense A/V-아/어요 03 Past Tense A/V-았/었어요 04 Future Tense V-(으)ㄹ 거예
요 ① 05 Progressive Tense V-고 있다 ① 06 Past Perfect Tense A/V-았/었었
어요 Unit 2. Negative Expressions 01 Word Negation 02 안 A/V-아/어요
(A/V-지 않아요) 03 못 V-아/어요 (V-지 못해요) Unit 3. Particles 01 N이/가 02 N은/는
03 N을/를 04 N와/과, N(이)랑, N하고 05 N의 06 N에 ① 07 N에 ② 08 N에서 09 N에
서 N까지, N부터 N까지 10 N에게/한테 11 N도 12 N만 13 N밖에 14 N(으)로 15 N(이)나
① 16 N(이)나 ② 17 N쯤 18 N처럼/N같이 19 N보다 20 N마다 Unit 4. Listing and
Contrast 01 A/V-고 02 V-거나 03 A/V-지만 04 A/V-(으)ㄴ/는데 ① Unit 5. Time
Expressions 01 N 전에, V-기 전에 02 N 후에, V-(으)ㄴ 후에 03 V-고 나서 04 V-아/어
서 05 N 때, A/V-(으)ㄹ 때 06 V-(으)면서 07 N 중, V-는 중 08 V-자마자 09 N 동안, V-는
동안 10 V-(으)ㄴ 지 Unit 6. Ability and Possibility 01 V-(으)ㄹ 수 있다/없다 02
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V-(으)ㄹ 줄 알다/모르다 Unit 7. Demands and Obligations, Permission and
Prohibition 01 V-(으)세요 02 V-지 마세요 03 A/V-아/어야 되다/하다 04 A/V-아/어도 되다
05 A/V-(으)면 안 되다 06 A/V-지 않아도 되다 (안 A/V-아/어도 되다) Unit 8.
Expressions of Hope 01 V-고 싶다 02 A/V-았/었으면 좋겠다 Unit 9. Reasons
and Causes 01 A/V-아/어서 ② 02 A/V-(으)니까 ① 03 N 때문에, A/V-기 때문에
Unit 10. Making Requests and Assisting 01 V-아/어 주세요, V-아/어 주시겠어
요? 02 V-아/어 줄게요, V-아/어 줄까요? Unit 11. Trying New Things and
Experiences 01 V-아/어보다 02 V-(으)ㄴ 적이 있다/없다 Unit 12. Asking
Opinions and Making Suggestions 01 V-(으)ㄹ까요? ① 02 V-(으)ㄹ까요? ②
03 V-(으)ㅂ시다 04 V-(으)시겠어요? 05 V-(으)ㄹ래요? ① Unit 13. Intentions and
Plans 01 A/V-겠어요 ① 02 V-(으)ㄹ게요 03 V-(으)ㄹ래요 ② Unit 14.
Background Information and Explanations 01 A/V-(으)ㄴ/는데 ② 02 V(으)니까 ② Unit 15. Purpose and Intention 01 V-(으)러 가다/오다 02 V-(으)려고
03 V-(으)려고 하다 04 N을/를 위해(서), V-기 위해(서) 05 V-기로 하다 Unit 16.
Conditions and Suppositions 01 A/V-(으)면 02 V-(으)려면 03 A/V-아/어도
Unit 17. Conjecture 01 A/V-겠어요 ② 02 A/V-(으)ㄹ 거예요 ② 03 A/V-(으)ㄹ까
요? ③ 04 A/V-(으)ㄴ/는/(으)ㄹ 것 같다 Unit 18. Changes in Parts of Speech
01 관형형 -(으)ㄴ/-는/-(으)ㄹ N 02 A/V-기 03 A-게 04 A-아/어하다 Unit 19.
Expressions of State 01 V-고 있다 ② 02 V-아/어 있다 03 A-아/어지다 04 V-게 되다
Unit 20. Conﬁrming Information 01 A/V-(으)ㄴ/는지 02 V-는 데 걸리다/들다 03
A/V-지요? Unit 21. Discovery and Surprise 01 A/V-군요/는군요 02 A/V-네요
Unit 22. Additional Endings 01 A-(으)ㄴ가요?, V-나요? 02 A/V-(으)ㄴ/는데요
Unit 23. Quotations 01 Direct Quotations 02 Indirect Quotations
03 Indirect Quotation Contracted Forms Unit 24. Irregular
Conjugations 01 ‘ㅡ’ 불규칙 (Irregular Conjugation) 02 ‘ㄹ’ 불규칙
(Irregular Conjugation) 03 ‘ㅂ’ 불규칙 (Irregular Conjugation) 04 ‘ㄷ’ 불규
칙 (Irregular Conjugation) 05 ‘르’ 불규칙 (Irregular Conjugation) 06 ‘ㅎ’ 불
규칙 (Irregular Conjugation) 07 ‘ㅅ’ 불규칙 (Irregular Conjugation) ■
Appendix Good Things to Know Answer Key Grammar
Explanations in Use Korean Grammar Ind
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics University of Hawaii
Press
This workbook accompanies the thoroughly revised third edition
of Integrated Korean: Intermediate 1, the third volume of the
best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading classroom
teachers and linguists of Korean. All the series' volumes have
been developed in accordance with performance-based principles
and methodology--contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of
authentic materials, usage-orientedness, balance between skill
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getting and skill using, and integration of speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are systematically
introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant
examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the
main texts consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, vocabulary notes, culture, grammar, usage, and
English translation of dialogues. In response to comments from
hundreds of students and instructors of the second edition, this
new third edition features an attractive color design with new
photos and drawings and lesson and vocabulary exercises that
have been fully reorganized. Each lesson contains a
conversational text (with its own vocabulary list) and a reading
passage. The accompanying workbook--available online as well as
in paperback--provides students with extensive skill-using
activities based on the skills learned in the main text. Integrated
Korean is a project of the Korean Language Education and
Research Center (KLEAR) with the support of the Korea
Foundation. In addition to the ﬁve-level Integrated Korean
textbooks and workbooks, volumes include Korean Composition,
Korean Language in Culture and Society, Korean Reader for
Chinese Characters, Readings in Modern Korean Literature, A
Resource for Korean Grammar Instruction, and Selected Readings
in Korean. Audio ﬁles for this volume may be downloaded in MP3
format at https: //kleartextbook.com
Integrated Korean Flatiron Books
Audio ﬁles for this volume may be downloaded on the web in MP3
format at http://www.kleartextbook.com. A set of CDs is also
available for purchase. The Intermediate Level texts and
workbooks are the second of a ﬁve-level series (Beginning 1 and
2, Intermediate 1 and 2, Advanced Intermediate 1 and 2, and
Advanced 1 and 2) developed collaboratively by leading
classroom teachers and linguists of Korean. All series volumes
have been developed in accordance with performance-based
principles and methodology--learner-centeredness,
contextualization, use of authentic materials, function/taskorientedness, balance between skill getting and skill using, and
integration of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture.
Grammar points are systematically introduced with simple but
adequate explanations and abundant examples, exercises, and
drills. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts consists

of two or three model dialogues, narration, new words and
expressions, pronunciation notes, vocabulary notes, culture,
grammar, task/function, and English translation of dialogues. The
workbooks provide students with extensive skill-using activities
based on the skills learned from the main texts.
Integrated Korean Cambridge University Press
Korean: A Comprehensive Grammar is a reference to Korean
grammar, and presents a thorough overview of the language,
concentrating on the real patterns of use in modern Korean. The
book moves from the alphabet and pronunciation through
morphology and word classes to a detailed analysis of sentence
structures and semantic features such as aspect, tense, speech
styles and negation. Updated and revised, this new edition
includes lively descriptions of Korean grammar, taking into
account the latest research in Korean linguistics. More lowerfrequency grammar patterns have been added, and extra
examples have been included throughout the text. The unrivalled
depth and range of this updated edition of Korean: A
Comprehensive Grammar makes it an essential reference source
on the Korean language.
Integrated Korean Workbook From Zero!
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report
(IPCC-SREX) explores the challenge of understanding and
managing the risks of climate extremes to advance climate
change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events,
interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural
systems, can lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and
severity of the physical events aﬀect disaster risk, but so do the
spatially diverse and temporally dynamic patterns of exposure
and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and climate
events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but
populations and assets at risk have also increased, with
consequences for disaster risk. Opportunities for managing risks
of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or can be
developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following
strict IPCC procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for
anyone interested in climate extremes, environmental disasters
and adaptation to climate change, including policymakers, the
private sector and academic researchers.
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